Emerging Clean Energy Technology
Advanced nuclear

As we progress toward our
net-zero carbon goal, Duke
Energy will need a variety
of new technologies – what
we call Zero Emitting
Load Following Resource
technologies, or ZELFRs –
to be used at scale by the
mid-2030s.

Advanced nuclear, including light-water Small Modular Reactors (SMRs) and
non-light water Advanced Reactors (ARs), are typically smaller than traditional
nuclear plants and often scalable. Demonstration of both SMRs and ARs in the
U.S. is expected by 2030 with commercial deployment following by 2035.
Duke Energy has supported multiple advanced nuclear companies, including
NuScale, Terrestrial Energy and Kairos Power, through participation on
advisory boards and in industry programs. For example, the company is
participating in the DOE Advanced Reactor Demonstration Program, along with
TerraPower, GE, Bechtel, Energy Northwest and PacifiCorp, to demonstrate a
full-scale Natrium reactor this decade.

While existing solar, wind and
energy storage technologies
will continue to play an
important role, we will also
need resources capable of
adjusting to reliably meet
demand over long durations.
Here are some technologies
we believe could help us
achieve the affordable, reliable
and increasingly clean energy
future our communities want
and deserve. We’re actively
engaged in the development
of these and other important
innovations and advocating for
effective policies to help ensure
they are ready to deploy.

Carbon capture, utilization and storage
Carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) technologies for the power
sector are in the early stages of deployment. Demonstration at scale for natural
gas power plants will be an important milestone. Carbon capture may be
particularly important for Duke Energy’s Midwest service territories, which are
located closer to geology more conducive to storage.
Duke Energy has participated in CCUS research for some time, including
studying capture design at coal and natural gas plants, testing carbon
utilization with algae and gathering subsurface data for geologic storage.
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Hydrogen and other low-carbon energy carriers
Hydrogen and other low- or zero-carbon fuels can facilitate a long-term natural
gas infrastructure transition. Many existing natural gas turbines can already cofire hydrogen, for example, and future models could run on 100% hydrogen.
Cost-effective, low- or zero-carbon production and safe transportation methods
are key to the development of these fuels.
Duke Energy is actively evaluating hydrogen and other low-carbon fuels
through industry workgroups and partnerships.

Long-duration energy storage
Long-duration energy storage includes a wide range of thermal, mechanical
and chemical technologies capable of storing energy for days, weeks or
even seasons.
These technologies are at various stages of maturity. Compressed air and
pumped hydro systems are the most mature, but siting and cost challenges
limit their deployment.
Duke Energy has actively deployed long-duration storage since the 1970s
and is currently monitoring and piloting multiple emerging technologies that
are expected to be commercialized within five years.

Next-generation renewable energy
In addition to new load-following technologies, continued renewable energy
growth will be critical for achieving our climate goals.
The renewable energy industry is currently advancing solar energy by
designing module and inverter upgrades to increase efficiency and
generation. Wind technology is also advancing through the design of taller
towers and bigger blades, as well as efforts to address reliability concerns,
such as weatherization of equipment.
Duke Energy is actively engaged with public policymakers and industry
leaders on the integration of advanced renewable energy to further diversify
our energy infrastructure while meeting the needs of customers.
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